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Abstract: A novel deep neural network compression model for airport object detection has been presented. This novel
model aims at disadvantages of deep neural network，i.e. the complexity of the model and the great cost of calculation.
According to the requirement of airport object detection，the model obtains temporal and spatial semantic rules from
the uncompressed model. These spatial semantic rules are added to the model after parameter compression to assist
the detection. The rules can improve the accuracy of the detection model in order to make up for the loss caused by
parameter compression. The experiments show that the effect of the novel compression detection model is no worse
than that of the uncompressed original model. Even some of the original model false detection can be eliminated
through the prior knowledge.
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0 Introduction

New technologies and new concepts make the
connotation of smart airports more fulfilling. In the
flight area，there are planes taking off and landing，
and ground support vehicles，such as fuel trucks，
trailers，water trucks，etc.，operating. Moreover，
there are many departments and the overall situation
is complex. Therefore，the efficient operation of the
flight area is the key to the efficient operation of the
whole airport.

After landing at the airport or before taking
off，the airplane needs to receive various ground ser⁃
vices on the apron，such as fuel filling，passenger
ferry， cargo transportation and cleaning services.
These services need to be performed by various ser⁃
vice equipment according to the specified process，
and need to be completed through the joint coordina⁃
tion of information，equipment，personnel and other
resources. The scheduling of ground service vehi⁃
cles involves many factors. Unreasonable coordina⁃

tion will lead to low efficiency，vehicle collision and
other events，so we need to conduct real-time moni⁃
toring and detection of vehicles and aircraft on the
apron.

The object detection algorithm can realize the
detection of vehicles and aircraft on the apron，so as
to get the arrival and departure time of aircraft，and
the start and end time of ground service vehicles.
Currently，the algorithms for object detection main⁃
ly include region-based convolutional neural net⁃
works（RCNNs）［1］，fast-RCNN［2］，mask RCNN［3］，

faster-RCNN［4］，light-head RCNN［5］，region-based
fully convolutional networks（RFCNs）［6］ and you
only look once（YOLO）［7］.

With the peoples demand for hardware applica⁃
tions gradually increases，applications in the direc⁃
tion of computer vision have gradually been required
to be embedded in mobile terminals，without heavy
back-end. However，neural networks are both com⁃
putationally intensive and memory intensive，which
makes them difficult to deploy in embedded sys⁃
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tems. Therefore，model compression is starting to
get a lot of attention. With the compression model，
the detection model can be embedded into mobile
devices， and many target detection tasks can be
identified directly at the front end for lightweight
without considering the delay caused by a large
amount of network transmission，which greatly im⁃
proves the real-time and sensitivity of target recogni⁃
tion. As for compression models， there are also
many related researches. In the summary article of
deep neural network model compression，some al⁃
gorithms and strategies of model compression in re⁃
cent years have been summarized，and the perfor⁃
mance，advantages and disadvantages and latest re⁃
search results of these methods have been analyzed
and summarized［8］. At present， the main model
compression methods include model layer prun⁃
ing［9］，model channel pruning［10］，lightweight net⁃
work design，knowledge distillation［11］，quantifica⁃
tion，architecture search and so on. There are also
some research departments specializing in the rela⁃
tionship between the pruning rate of the neural net⁃
work model and the compression effect.

Traditional compression models are often
achieved by reducing the number of parameters or
the depth of the model to maximize the role of each
parameter［12］. This method usually sacrifices the ex⁃
pression ability of the model，which will cause a cer⁃
tain loss of detection accuracy. In recent years，se⁃
mantic compression has attracted people  s attention
in some different fields， among which there are
many studies in the direction of image compression.
For example，a semantic compression scheme for
digital images based on vector quantization and data
hiding is proposed［13］，which can easily obtain high-

quality reconstructed images with original size.
Machine learning can be seen as the process of

abstracting knowledge from concrete objects. Ab⁃
straction itself is a kind of compression and general⁃
ization of information. Therefore，summarizing the
abstract knowledge obtained by learning the model
itself can also achieve the effect of model compres⁃
sion. We have learned a lot of knowledge in life，ab⁃
stracting these knowledge into prior knowledge and
adding it to the target detection model can both help

the model detection and compress the model from
another angle. Wang proposed a target tracking
strategy based on the prior knowledge of the tar⁃
get［14］，which ultimately improved the performance
of the target tracking algorithm. So we propose a
compression model based on prior semantic informa⁃
tion，which extracts semantic information from the
detection results of the uncompressed model，and
then embeds these semantic information into the
compression model as prior knowledge. This meth⁃
od will improve the accuracy of the compression
model loss，and achieve a customized compression
model.

The apron is special compared to other scenes.
The types of objects on the apron are relatively
fixed. The ground service vehicle has a fixed posi⁃
tion relative to the aircraft. According to the aircraft
type and relative position，the type of vehicle can be
determined.

In this paper，we propose a novel deep neural
network compression model for airport object detec⁃
tion. By using the uncompressed model to obtain
temporal and spatial semantic rules，airport rules
are added to the model after parameter compression
to assist detection，which improves the accuracy of
the model，makes up for the loss caused by parame⁃
ter compression，and realizes the customized model.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows：
the principles and strategies of parameter model will
be first introduced. Then a semantic compression
model based on the parameter compression model
with temporal and spatial prior semantic rules will
be proposed，and its principle and method will be
explained. Finally， it will be applied to the core
computing module of PaddlePi-K210 terminal，and
the results will be compared and analyzed.

1 Related Work

The compression model can be divided into a
parameter compression model and a semantic com⁃
pression model，the part of the parameter compres⁃
sion is compressed by using the channel pruning
compression strategies proposed by Liu et al.［10］，

and then a new semantic compression model is pro⁃
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posed on the basis of the parameter compression.
The following will introduce several compression
strategies of the parameter compression model and
the principle of semantic compression model.

1. 1 Parameter compression model strategy

The parameter compression algorithm in this
paper is aimed at the classification model. The prin⁃
ciple is based on the gamma coefficient of batch nor⁃
malization （BN） layer for channel pruning. The
channel pruning strategy can greatly reduce the mod⁃
el parameters and calculation amount，and reduce
the model  s occupation of resources. The following
will introduce the sparse training and several differ⁃
ent channel pruning strategies based on YOLOv3 in
the parameter compression model strategy.

Sparse training is a strategy to improve the gen⁃
eralization ability of the model. The most important
function of sparse training is to use the size of the
BN gamma coefficient corresponding to each chan⁃
nel to determine which channel layers can be
pruned. It use the gamma coefficient of BN layer to
mark the important channel of feature map output
by convolution layer and those channels with small
gamma that can be pruned. In the whole sparse train⁃
ing process，by adding an extra gradient to the mod⁃
el with a constant sparse factor，the compression
can achieve a higher effect. In fact，sparse training is
a game process of accuracy and sparsity. Large
sparse factors are generally fast in sparse but faster
in accuracy. Small sparse factors are generally slow
in sparse but slower in accuracy. The sparse speed
can be accelerated with a large learning rate，and
the adoption of a small learning rate in the later
stage will also contribute to the recovery of accura⁃
cy.

The first channel pruning strategy is a conserva⁃
tive strategy. This strategy is based on YOLOv3，
in which there are five groups of 23 shortcut connec⁃
tions that correspond to add operations. This strate⁃
gy does not pruning the directly connected layers of
the shortcut，which avoids the problem of dimen⁃
sional processing. But it also achieves a higher prun⁃
ing rate，which is very helpful for reducing the mod⁃
el parameters. Although it has the lowest pruning

rate， it handles the details of pruning very well.
This pruning strategy can be used in YOLOv3，YO⁃
LOv3-spp and YOLOv3-tiny.

The second channel pruning strategy prunes
the convolutional layer involving shortcuts. The
pruning uses the mask of the first convolutional lay⁃
er in each group of shortcuts. A total of five masks
are used to achieve the pruning of five groups of
shortcut-related convolutional layers， which im⁃
proves the pruning rate and the activation offset pro⁃
cessing after pruning involving shortcuts，and by
modifying the threshold rules，we can set a higher
pruning rate. The setting of pruning rate and the pre⁃
cision change after pruning are closely related to the
sparse training. This pruning strategy can be used in
YOLOv3 and YOLOv3-spp.

The channel pruning rate of the third channel
pruning strategy is relatively high. It first finds the
mask of each convolutional layer with a global
threshold，and then for each group of shortcuts，it
takes the union of the pruning masks of each convo⁃
lutional layer connected， and it prunes with the
merged mask，so that each relevant layer is consid⁃
ered. At the same time，by limiting the reserved
channels of each layer and adding processing to the
activation offset value， the accuracy loss during
pruning can be reduced. This pruning strategy can
be used in YOLOv3 and YOLOv3-spp.

1. 2 Semantic compression model strategy

Machine learning can be seen as a process of
abstracting knowledge from concrete objects，and
abstraction itself is a compression and generalization
of information. Therefore，summarizing the abstract
knowledge obtained by learning the model itself can
also achieve the effect of model compression from
another perspective. There are many rules in the air⁃
port. If we integrate these rules into the model as
prior knowledge，we can greatly improve the model
detection effect，because prior knowledge can help
us obtain as many prior rules as possible before the
detection. These prior rules can play a guiding role
in the detection. In other words，the use of prior
knowledge also indirectly determines the quality of
the model.
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Combining the above principles，we can first
extract the specific location distribution information
and time distribution information of the target object
from the detection results of the parameter compres⁃
sion model. Through statistics and calculation of the
time and space distribution of the target object，the
corresponding time and space prior probability can
be obtained. In fact，these prior semantic informa⁃
tion can be abstracted as prior distribution rules of
the target object，and then the prior probability ob⁃
tained by combining time and space and the confi⁃
dence degree of the model detection after compres⁃
sion are calculated by using Bayesian formula to ob⁃
tain the posterior probability. The results calculated
by this method can not only use the information of
training samples，but also consider the time distribu⁃
tion probability and spatial location distribution prob⁃
ability of the target object，which can alleviate the
precision loss caused by the parameter compression
model and greatly improve the accuracy of the exper⁃
imental detection results. At the same time，the se⁃
mantic information is abstracted to summarize prior
business rules，and implanted into the new model
from the outside，which realizes semantic compres⁃
sion，and also realizes a customized compression
model to a certain extent.

2 Lightweight Model with Added

Prior Semantic Information

This section will be divided into the parameter
compression model and the semantic compression
model.

It will introduce how to obtain the uncom⁃
pressed original model and the compressed model
by the parameter compression algorithm in turn.
Then，according to the detection results of the un⁃
compressed original model，it will statistically sum⁃
marize and obtain the prior knowledge of relevant
operation rules of the semantic compression on the
parameter compression target object on the apron，
and add the prior knowledge into the parameter com⁃
pressed model to realize model，and finally realize
the lightweight model with added semantic informa⁃
tion.

2. 1 Parameter compression model

The most important function of sparse training
is to use the size of the BN gamma coefficient corre⁃
sponding to each channel to determine which chan⁃
nel layers can be pruned. Each layer corresponds to
a BN gamma，and its formula which is proposed by
Liu et al.［10］is

ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

ẑ= z in - μB
σ 2B+ ε

zout = γẑ+ β
(1)

where μB and σB are the mean and standard deviation
values of input activations over B；γ and β the train⁃
able affine transformation parameters （scale and
shift）which provides the possibility of linearly trans⁃
forming normalized activations back to any scales；
and zin and zout the input and output of the BN layer.
B refers to the current minibatch；and ε is a constant
added to prevent the denominator from being 0. We
set a global threshold for all layers of the entire net⁃
work，sort the BN gamma values from small to
large，and take the BN gamma value of 70% of the
positions as the threshold，so we can get a compact
network with fewer parameters，less memory at run⁃
time and less computation.

After sparse training on the original model，by
comparing the accuracy of the sparsely trained mod⁃
els with different training times to the target object
on the apron，select a model with a relatively good
mean average precision（mAP）value as the original
model，and then the next step of pruning of the orig⁃
inal model is carried out. Due to the different meth⁃
ods of the three channel pruning strategies，there
are some subtle differences in the size and loss of
model performance after pruning. The pruning mod⁃
el with relatively small size and loss of performance
after pruning is selected as the compressed model.
In the actual detection of the target object on the
apron，pruning will lead to some loss of accuracy，
which will increase the probability of missed detec⁃
tion and false detection. Therefore，after choosing a
relatively good pruning strategy to prune the model，
we should further process the model and the recogni⁃
tion results to improve the accuracy of the model.
The principle structure of the parameter pruning
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model is shown in Fig.1.

2. 2 Semantic compression model

Using the uncompressed original model to de⁃
tect the target object on the apron，we can get the
temporal and spatial distribution information of the
target object，then calculate the corresponding prior
probability，and combine the prior probability with

the compressed model detection results to calculate
the posterior probability. Finally，it can help to pro⁃
vide the bounding boxes，thus greatly improving the
accuracy and achieving semantic compression. The
principle structure of the semantic compression mod⁃
el is shown in Fig.2.

The semantic compression model based on pri⁃
or knowledge of temporal and spatial distribution ac⁃
tually depends on the special scene of airport opera⁃
tions.

The temporal and spatial distribution of objects
on the apron has a great correlation. Although there
are differences in some individuals，they are general⁃
ly subject to certain temporal and spatial distribu⁃
tion. The spatial distribution relationship is shown
in Fig.3.

In terms of time distribution，the No.209 stand
of Guiyang Airport is selected，and the time when

Fig.1 Parameter compression model

Fig.2 Semantic compression model

Fig.3 Spatial distribution relationship
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the plane arrives at the stand is taken as the time 0：
00 and the flight starts subsequent operations.
Thus，the relative time distribution of several key

links and arrival time is obtained，as shown in Table
1. We can see that the time distribution of objects on
the apron is regular.

In order to count the time and space distribu⁃
tion of each target object on the apron，select n piec⁃
es of video at the same angle. Based on the number
of aircraft arrival frames，calculate the position and
frame number of each target object on the apron af⁃
ter the aircraft reaches its position.

By using the Intersection over union（IOU）
rule to calculate and compare with the error parame⁃
ter，we can find that the error parameter takes 10 to
20，which is equivalent to the average IOU of about
0.7，and the error parameter takes 20 to 30，which
is equivalent to the average IOU of about 0.6.

The statistical algorithm is as follows：
Firstly，a video is selected to be detected by us⁃

ing the original model. The coordinates of the
bounding boxes identified in each frame are output
and saved to a txt file in the format

output= ( x 1,y1,x2,y2,cls,t,num ) (2)
where x1 is the abscissa of the upper left corner of
the bounding boxes，y1 the ordinate of the upper left
corner of the bounding boxes，x2 the abscissa of the
lower right corner of the bounding boxes，y2 the or⁃
dinate of the upper left corner of the bounding box⁃
es，cls the object category in the bounding boxes，t
the corresponding number of frames，and num the
number of times the object has appeared in this posi⁃
tion in history.

The initial num is set to 1，then m（2≤m≤n）
videos are continuously detected，and the format of
each detected information in each frame is

detect= ( x 1,y1,x2,y2,cls,t,num ) (3)
for any one in the txt file

output={( x 1i,y1i,x2i,y2i,cls i,ti,num i ) |0≤ i≤len } (4)
len is the length of txt file，if cls = clsi and t = ti
are the same，set error=20，if

x1i - error≤ x1 ≤ x1i + error
y1i - error≤ y1 ≤ y1i + error
x2i - error≤ x2 ≤ x2i + error
y2i - error≤ y2 ≤ y2i + error

(5)

statisfy，it can be explained that the target object ap⁃
peared at the position near the area of s =（x1，y1，
x2，y2） in this frame，then add the num count to
one. If no match is found，the detected coordinate
information will be added to the txt file in the same
format，and finally get the time-space distribution of
all target objects.

According to the txt file of the obtained frame
number and coordinate position distribution informa⁃
tion of all target objects，for an arbitrary input for⁃
mat

input= ( x 1,y1,x2,y2,cls,t ) (6)
the objects of the category can be queried，and the
number of occurrences of the frame at this position
is num，so the probability formula of the category
object at this position at this time is

P ( A )= { }num
n
|1≤ num≤ n (7)

We set P（A）as the probability that an object
is detected，and P（B）as the prior probability that
the object appears at this position at this time in his⁃
tory. P（A |B）is the probability that there are objects
of this category in a certain position and time，and
the actual situation is the same，which can be re⁃
garded as the true positive rate of the model. P（C）

Table 1 Temporal distribution relationship

Time of plane
wheel block /

min
13:53
10:00
1:15
…

Opening time of
corridor bridge/

min
13:54
10:01
1:16
…

Arrival time of
luggage

vehicle/min
13:55
10:02
1:16
…

Arrival time of re⁃
fuel vehicle/ min

13:54
10:04
1:18
…

Arrival time of
food vehicle/ min

14:00
10:06
1:19
…

Arrival time of
rubbish vehicle/

min
14:01
10:06
1:22
…

…

…

…

…

…
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is the probability that there are objects of this kind in
a certain position and time，but the actual situation
is opposite，which can be regarded as the false posi⁃
tive rate. So the posterior probability is

P ( B|A )= P ( AB )
P ( A ) =

P ( B ) P ( A |B )
P ( A ) =

P ( B ) P ( A |B )
P ( B ) P ( A |B )+ P (C ) ( 1- P ( B ) ) =

num ⋅P ( A |B )
num ⋅P ( A |B )+ P (C ) ( 1- num )
1≤ num≤ n (8)

where P（A |B）and P（C）can be obtained by testing
the model. Finally，a threshold is set in advance.
When the posterior probability is greater than the
threshold，the candidate box is output.

3 Experiment

3. 1 Parameter compression model

This experiment is carried out on YOLOv3
models and visual geometry group（VGG）network
of Pytorch. The following will introduce the data
preparation，sparse training and pruning of the pa⁃
rameter compression model.

First of all，after setting up the environment ac⁃
cording to the needs，make our own relevant data
sets，and then download the relevant YOLOv3 pre-
training weights to complete the data preparation
work.

Run the train file to start sparse training，test
the accuracy of the model during the training pro⁃
cess，find the relatively optimal training times，and
get the corresponding configuration （CFG） and
weight files. The sparse factor defaults to 0.001，
and the sparse factor can be adjusted appropriately
according to the data set category distribution size，
mAP，and BN distribution. The default value is
used here. Command-prune 0 is suitable for the sec⁃
ond channel pruning strategy，and command-prune
1 applies to other pruning strategies.

In this experiment，three models of YOLOv3，
YOLOv3-spp，YOLOv3-tiny are selected for com⁃
parative experiments. After training，it is found that
the performance of YOLOv3 is the best for 60 times
of training，66 times for YOLOv3-spp training，and
60 times for YOLOv3-tiny training. The next step
is to select the compression pruning strategy. Three
compression pruning strategies are used to compress
the pruning models. After pruning with the results
as shown in Tables 2—4，for the YOLOv3 and YO⁃
LOv3-spp model，it can be found that the effect of
the second pruning strategy is relatively the best，
and the loss of precision rate P and mAP loss is rela⁃
tively small after compression，so we choose the
second pruning strategy for experiment. For the YO⁃
LOv3-tiny model，we can only use the first pruning
strategy，so choose it for experiment. In this paper，
the models are pruned three times for experiment.

Table 2 Parameters of YOLOv3 model

Parameter

Size/MB

mAP

P

Original model

469

0.464

0.589

Pruning strategy
Pruning strategy 1
Pruning strategy 2
Pruning strategy 3
Pruning strategy 1
Pruning strategy 2
Pruning strategy 3
Pruning strategy 1
Pruning strategy 2
Pruning strategy 3

Pruning once
52.3
37.00
35.20
0.463
0.463
0.463
0.552
0.563
0.551

Pruning twice
27.8
6.09
11.20
0.464
0.463
0.462
0.471
0.582
0.472

Pruning three times
24.6
0.97
4.39
0.461
0.463
0.463
0.445
0.585
0.492

Table 3 Parameters of YOLOv3⁃tiny model

Parameter
Size/MB
mAP
P

Original model
66.3
0.574
0.727

Pruning strategy
Pruning strategy 1
Pruning strategy 1
Pruning strategy 1

Pruning once
33.70
0.551
0.687

Pruning twice
15.65
0.551
0.661

Pruning three times
6.16
0.553
0.665
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The PaddlePi-K210 terminal core computing
module is a terminal computing module custom de⁃
veloped for the Baidu PaddlePaddle platform. It has
compact appearance and superior performance，and
can be used in AI core operation processing unit.
The core processing AI chip is kendryte K210. The
chip supports models within 5 m in size，and em⁃
beds the model after three prunings and the modified
recognition program into the chip，which can realize
the lightweight recognition of the camera.

3. 2 Processing results with non⁃maximum sup⁃

pression

Since it is observed that the model has no bet⁃
ter effect on image detection than video detection，
we consider performing non-maximum suppression
processing on the detection results again. Because
the displacement of the object is not large in one sec⁃
ond，we superimpose the obtained detection results
of consecutive frames，then perform non-maximum
suppression deduplication processing，and finally re⁃
tain the results with higher confidence as the results
of the next consecutive frames，and different IOU
thresholds are set for each type to ensure the best de⁃
tection effect. Thus we optimized the video detec⁃
tion effect.

3. 3 Calculating prior probability

In the experiment，15 groups of videos were se⁃
lected to test the original model，which are from the
209th station of Guiyang Airport with an average du⁃
ration of 8 min，the frame rate is 24 frame per sec⁃
ond. So n=15，and the time and space probability
distribution of the target object on the apron can be
obtained. For any input =（x1，y1，x2，y2，cls，t），

the object can be queried in the txt file at this time

and the position is num，so the prior probability
P（A）can be obtained by the formula

P ( A )= { }|
|
||num

n
1≤ num≤ n

For example：
For input = （369， 66， 916， 360，Plane，

30），we can find output =（368，72，923，372，
Plane，30，12）. So we can get num = 12，the cor⁃
responding prior probability P（A）YOLOv3 = 0.8. Sim⁃
ilarly，we can get the corresponding prior probabili⁃
ty P（A）YOLOv3-spp and P（A）YOLOv3-tiny.

3. 4 Calculating posterior probability

By testing the model after compression，the ac⁃
curacy of the compressed model can be obtained.
The accuracy of the compressed YOLOv3 model
P（A |B）YOLOv3 = 0.585，and the false positive rate
P（C）YOLOv3=0.486. Similarly，we can get

P（A |B）YOLOv3-spp = 0.655，P（C）YOLOv3-spp =
0.301

P（A |B）YOLOv3-tiny = 0.675，P（C）YOLOv3-tiny =
0.243

Therefore，using the above example，the pos⁃
terior probability of YOLOv3 P（B|A）YOLOv3 =
0.828 can be obtained from the formula. Similarly，
we can get

P（B|A）YOLOv3-spp=0.896
P（B|A）YOLOv3-tiny=0.917

We set the threshold to 0.4，and output the
bounding box when the posterior probability is great⁃
er than the threshold. If it is less than the threshold，
the bounding box will be discarded.

3. 5 Result comparison analysis

After the experiment，we can find that for any
bounding box detected by the compression model，it

Table 4 Parameters of YOLOv3⁃spp model

Parameter

Size/MB

mAP

P

Original model

477

0.38

0.667

Pruning strategy
Pruning strategy 1
Pruning strategy 2
Pruning strategy 3
Pruning strategy 1
Pruning strategy 2
Pruning strategy 3
Pruning strategy 1
Pruning strategy 2
Pruning strategy 3

Pruning once
53.6
38.70
36.40
0.243
0.357
0.318
0.009 81
0.667
0.666

Pruning twice
26.4
6.65
10.90
0.242
0.357
0.316
0.009 61
0.669
0.670

Pruning three times
23.2
1.33
3.68
0.243
0.359
0.319
0.009 61
0.655
0.665
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will be filtered twice. Firstly，it will be compared
with the coordinates in the prior time and space dis⁃
tribution of the original model. If no match is found，
it will be considered it is a false detection of the com⁃
pression model，which sets the prior probability to a
very small value. Thus eliminate the situation that
the compression model is detected but all prior time
positions of the original model are absent and reduce
the precise loss of the model caused by compres⁃
sion. Secondly，if a match is found in the prior distri⁃
bution coordinates，we set an appropriate threshold
value by combining the distribution conditions. If
the posterior probability is less than the threshold
value，according to the prior service rule informa⁃
tion on the frame number and position，we can
know that although the bounding box appeares in
the detection results of the original model，the prob⁃
ability of occurrence is very small，and it is also con⁃
sidered as a false detection condition. In this way，
we can eliminate some false detection of the original
model by using the prior probability of time position
distribution，and improve the accuracy of the com⁃
pression model.

For the same two frames to three models，the
experimental results are shown in Figs.4—21.

（1）Original model detection effects
Original YOLOv3 model detection effects are

shown in Figs.4—5.

Original YOLOv3-spp model detection effects
are shown in Figs.6—7.

Original YOLOv3-tiny model detection effects

are shown in Figs.8—9.

（2）Model detection effects after pruning
YOLOv3 model detection effects after pruning

are shown in Figs.10—11.

Fig.4 Original YOLOv3 model for Frame 1

Fig.5 Original YOLOv3 model for Frame 2

Fig.6 Original YOLOv3-spp model for Frame 1

Fig.7 Original YOLOv3-spp model for Frame 2

Fig.8 Original YOLOv3-tiny model for Frame 1

Fig.9 Original YOLOv3-tiny model for Frame 2

Fig.10 Pruning YOLOv3 model for Frame 1

Fig.11 Pruning YOLOv3 model for Frame 2
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YOLOv3-spp model detection effects after
pruning are shown in Figs.12—13.

YOLOv3-tiny model detection effects after
pruning are shown in Figs.14—15.

（3）Model detection effects after adding prior
rules

YOLOv3 model detection effect after adding
prior rules are shown in Figs.16—17.

YOLOv3-spp model detection effects after add⁃
ing prior rules are shown in Figs.18—19.

YOLOv3-tiny model detection effects after
adding prior rules are shown in Figs.20—21.

It can be seen that after adding prior knowl⁃
edge，the probability of false detection can be re⁃
duced，and the detection effect of the compressed
model is no worse than that of the uncompressed

Fig.12 Pruning YOLOv3-spp model for Frame 1

Fig.13 Pruning YOLOv3-spp model for Frame 2

Fig.14 Pruning YOLOv3-tiny model for Frame 1

Fig.15 Pruning YOLOv3-tiny model for Frame 2

Fig.16 YOLOv3 model with prior rules for Frame 1

Fig.17 YOLOv3 model with prior rules for Frame 2

Fig.18 YOLOv3-spp model with prior rules for Frame 1

Fig.19 YOLOv3-spp model with prior rules for Frame 2

Fig.20 YOLOv3-tiny model with prior rules for Frame 1

Fig.21 YOLOv3-tiny model with prior rules for Frame 2
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original model，and even some of the original model
false detection can be eliminated through the prior
knowledge. For the results of the three models，
YOLOv3-spp and YOLOv3-tiny have relatively
higher accuracy，and the final results are better than
YOLOv3. The overall detection results of the mod⁃
els with semantic information are similar to those of
the models before compression .

4 Conclusions

We propose a novel deep neural network com⁃
pression model for airport object detection. The
model obtains temporal and spatial semantic rules
from the uncompressed parameter model， adds
these prior knowledge to the compression model，
and calculates prior probability and posterior proba⁃
bility to assist the detection，which realizes a seman⁃
tic compression model with prior rules. Through ex⁃
periments，we can see that the model with prior
rules can make up for the loss caused by parameter
compression，and can filter out some false detection
of parameter compression model by using prior
rules.
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一种新的机场目标检测深度神经网络压缩模型

吕宗磊 1，2，潘芙兮 1，2，徐先红 1，2

（1.中国民航信息技术科研基地，天津 300300，中国；2.中国民航大学计算机科学与技术学院，天津 300300，中国）

摘要：提出了一种新的机场目标检测的深度神经网络压缩模型。该模型针对深层神经网络模型复杂、计算量大

的缺点，根据机场目标检测的需要，从未压缩的模型中提取时空语义规则。通过将这些空间语义规则加入参数

压缩后的模型中，以辅助检测。该规则可以提高检测模型的精度，弥补参数压缩带来的损失。实验表明，这种新

的压缩检测模型压缩模型的效果并不比未压缩的原始模型差，甚至可以通过先验知识来消除一些原始模型的错

误检测。

关键词：压缩模型；语义规则；剪枝；先验概率；轻量级检测
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